Skim to identify patterns: Approach a set of student papers by reading through without commenting. Your task is to look for patterns of what these students as a group did well, started to do, or missed doing. This initial reading will help you plan short class lessons that are beneficial to the group and will save you from making the same comments over and over. The global reading will also help you decide on how to focus your comments so that you prompt revisions that are linked to your objectives for the assignments. Sometimes it is useful to separate the papers into high, medium and low and identify what features each group needs to work on.
Focus on 2-3 issues that will make the paper more successful: You can't comment on everything and trying to do so is likely to be overwhelming and confusing to students. Recognize that while there is always more that you might say, you shouldn't be working harder than the student on this paper. Select 2 or 3 issues that if addressed will make a difference in the success of this paper and improve student learning.
Ask questions that encourage thinking: Pose questions that will help the student do the work that is necessary to improve the paper. If you can't ask a question, frame your comment as your reaction as a reader.
Avoid editing: Line editing should be limited to no more than one page. If you see the same mistake repeatedly, mark it once and indicate that the error occurs through the paper. Papers with serious and repeated sentence level issues may indicate the need for more careful proof reading and/or supplemental instruction with a Writing Center consultant. Develop a simplistic approach to marking errors (an X in the margin or SLE) and put the responsibility for identifying and correcting errors on the student.
Suggest/direct the process of revision: End comments should focus on directing the revision process rather than justifying the grade. Whenever possible, provide choices as you direct the process. If no revision is possible, use a rubric and save your commenting for assignments where your intervention will impact learning. Remember to identify and praise elements done well. Avoid the "good, but" approach.
Use a rubric linked to your learning objectives for this assignment:
A rubric identifies elements necessary for the assignment to meet your objectives. Some rubrics weight elements to indicate importance. Most rubrics include both higher order concerns (critical analysis, appropriate organization, use of evidence) and lower order concerns (evidence of proof reading, standard written English, conventions of the discipline and/or genre).
Experiment with tools to make commenting easier: If students submit their work to you electronically, use track changes and the comment feature, but remember all of the suggestions above still apply. Two free commenting programs that allow you to customize to insert comments tied to your rubric or to common issues are www.11trees.com/html and http://mws.ust.hk/mmw/index.php. If you find you spend too much time commenting or give some papers more attention that others, use a timer. Tape recording your comments may be useful and effective. Requiring face to face conferences shifts commenting back to office time rather than home time. Remember: there's not just one way to offer feedback so experiment to find approaches that work for you and your assignments.
